
The Data for Policy Global Community of Interest is delighted to announce that it has received investment from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to develop a strategy to increase participation and engagement in the
community of under-represented regions, particularly Sub-Saharan Africa. We are now recruiting a researcher to
work with us to develop the strategy. Please see our website for full details and how to apply for this exciting
opportunity.

In addition, the funding will support organisation of our Data for Policy 2022 conference in three regional centres
(Hong Kong, Seattle and Brussels), and will also enable us to enhance our Data for Policy Inclusion Scholarship
Programme. This programme supports participation from communities underrepresented in our activities due to
financial reasons. More details of our scholarship programme can be found on our website.

Since the last newsletter, we have been busy completing the review of submissions to Data for Policy 2022, to be
held in Hong Kong, Seattle and Brussels in December. We’re looking forward to building a spectacular programme with
our three regional chairs, Masaru Yarime, Leigh Anderson and Francesco Mureddu. In this new edition, we have
exciting news about a new investment in our community, as well as updates on our community activities across the
conference and Data & Policy journal. We wish you all the best for the summer.
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On 27 June, Data for Policy took part in an international workshop entitled ‘Academic-Policy collaborations on
human-centric algorithmic governance’. It was hosted byUCL, and organised by Zeynep Engin (Data for Policy and
the Alan Turing Institute) NataliaDomagala (UK Cabinet Office) and Nicola Buckley (Centre for Science and
Policy,University of Cambridge).

The workshop welcomed experts from across sectors and disciplines both in-person andonline. It commenced with
a scene-setting invited panel discussion on capacity-building tolead the global debate, featuring Gina Neff
(Minderoo Centre for Technology &Democracy), David Pym (UCL), Maria Axente (PwC) and Adrian Weller (Alan Turing
Institute).

We would like to congratulate Dr Adrian Weller (University of Cambridge and
Alan Turing Institute) on being awarded an MBE for services to digital
innovation
in the recent Queen’s birthday honours list. Adrian has broad interests in the
application of machine learning and artificial intelligence for the benefit of
society, and has recently joined our editorial community adviser for Area 4:
“Ethics, Equity and Trust in PolicyData Interactions”.

Congratulations to Dr Emily Gardner, Data for PolicyCommunity Manager, on
her appointment to the Data for Policy CIC Board. As a director, Emily’s focus
will be on operations and policies, which she will deliver alongside her
community management role. Details of other board members can be found
on our website. 

Workshop held focusing on academic-policy
collaborations on human-centric algorithmic
governance

Congratulations

Participants spent the day discussing questions such as what could/should goodgovernance look like; whether
algorithms can help overcome systemic problems (e.g.prejudice, inequality) of human decision-making in governance
and the effects ofalgorithmic governance on power and domination in existing governance mechanisms.

Interspersed in the table discussion was a series of fascinating lightning talks on the topicof human-centric
algorithmic governance in practice, its challenges and mitigations fromRoger Taylor (Open Data, and former chair of
Ofqual), Hannah Knox (UCL), Giles Herdale(Royal United Services Institute) and Jenny Brennan (Ada Lovelace
Institute).

https://dataforpolicy.org/%20people/


The workshop concluded with talks on public sector algorithmic governance initiatives from Omar Bitar (Policy
Advisor, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat) and Rose Woolhouse (UK Government Office for Artificial
Intelligence).

You can watch curated content from the workshop on our YouTube channel and read Zeynep's recently published
blog.

With many thanks to all the participants, the organisers, the UCL media team, Data for Policy comms, IT support and
funders for enabling this fascinating and informative event to take place.

Organisers: 
UCL Innovation & Enterprise and UCL Public Policy, Central Digital &Data Office, Cambridge Centre for Science and
Policy, Data for Policy CIC and Data& Policy - published by Cambridge University Press
Funders: 
EPSRC, Research England

Update on Data for Policy Conference 2022

We are nearing the end of peer review of conference submissions, and will soon be inviting authors of accepted
submissions to register for the conference. You can read full details of the post-acceptance process on our website,
which also includes a handy flow diagram.

We look forward to bringing you details of our conference programme in the autumnnewsletter.

Data & Policy  update 

Since the last newsletter, the journal has published articles on fraud analytics and the law,
open innovation programmes, the regulation of emerging robot technologies, interoperability
and digital public services and open data as the building block for open science.
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In the blog, Zeynep Engin summarises the key questions for algorithmic governance, one of our major areas
of interest, and we featured a two-part post on the UK’s data protection reform;
We have recently re-written our guidelines for translational articles: we welcome submissions focused on the
transfer of knowledge between research to practice.
Note this Turing Institute Conference on Trustworthy Digital Identity on16th September: registrations still
open.

The second half of 2022 promises to be very active with special collections from theabove Trustworthy Digital
Identity project, Data-Driven Innovation in the PublicSector, and Data Analytics for Anti-Corruption.

Keep up to date with further publications via eTOC alerts and @data_and_policy
.

Did you know there are six ways to join our community ? You can:

Host our international 
conference in your 

institution

Contribute to our conference
with a panel, full paper or

extended abstract

Become an institutional
partner

Join us as a reviewer Follow us on social mediaSubmit your work or a blog
entry to Data & Policy
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